A novel dual-stage classifier for automatic detection of epileptic seizures.
In long-term monitoring of electroencephalogram (EEG) for epilepsy, it is crucial for the seizure detection systems to have high sensitivity and low false detections to reduce uninteresting and redundant data that may be stored for review by the medical experts. However, a large number of features and the complex decision boundaries for classification of seizures eventually lead to a trade-off between sensitivity and false detection rate (FDR). Thus, no single classifier can fulfill the requirements of high sensitivity with a low FDR and at the same time be a computationally efficient system suitable for real-time application. We present a novel, simple, computationally efficient seizure detection system to enhance the sensitivity with a low FDR by proposing a dual-stage classifier. This overall system consists of a pre-processing unit, a feature extraction unit and a novel dual-stage classifier. The first stage of the proposed classifier detects all true seizures, but also many false patterns, whereas the second stage of the proposed classifier minimizes false detections by rejecting patterns that may be artifacts. The performance of the novel seizure detection system has been evaluated on 300 hours of single-channel depth electroencephalogram (SEEG) recordings obtained from fifteen patients. An overall improvement has been observed in terms of sensitivity, specificity and FDR.